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All books have purpose - some more-so
than others! The rationale of this work is
simple; we do not offer anything not
already known; rather, a contentious,
notably-biased perspective unconstrained
by any SuperNatural rhetoricalism - all in
the hope that such concerns might
re-emphasize
the
uselessness
&
senselessness notably-inherent within
modern Flat-World Pretentialism and - just
perhaps - offer insight into what appears to
be
purposeful-misguidance
raging
throughout the world in the name of some
blind-siding SuperNaturalism leading to
what we now perceive is a growing &
insidiously-entangled web of religious
revivalism among otherwise educated
peoples. From our perspective, having
researched issues over 3 decades, the need
to remove priestly-blinkers shrouding the
minds eye of the general population today
is imperative! For evidence of a world
bordering insanity we need only examine
on-going cultural clashes again falling
victim to conditions more devastating than
were those infamous Dark Ages imposed
upon the West by the Church - a time when
a prior advance of human-intelligence was
entirely
stopped!
Europe
(called
Christendom) had consequently lapsed into
a state of blase by a Vatican keeping
subjects on a par with pasturized livestock!
In this work, we also focus upon the U. S.
and
its
role
in
promoting
Judeao-Christianity - more particularly in
Southern regions - where the role of
science
came
under
a
semi-totalitarian-setting sponsored via the
[concept] of some fabulous biblical
Creationism
distorting
a
more
Universal-Potential of an ever-evolving
human mind. From this setting, many
politicians with Bible-Belt affiliations now
appear to dominate the U. S. Congress &
Senate by employing the kind of
rude-confusion toward Reality relative to
Causes that held back humankind over
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prior 1500 years! Today, in a world
no-longer deemed Flat - yet similar
ritualistic Supernaturalism is still practiced
in both the political & academic arena,
sposoring a mind-numbing scheme called
Creationism more & more creeping into
agendic policy by dictating such
curriculum to be taught to children thus
indoctrinating Flat-World processes into
the minds of inexperienced enquiring
minds; all with an express goal of adults to
poison the thinking of future generations as it had of preceding times! For explicit
examples one needs only look about the
world into places where people are taught
religious-extremism {Jews and Muslims
especially} as this form of madness being
the [only] way of life! As Abrahamic
Religions this trio of Hebrew-based
believisms is more & more belligerent thus
fueling a growing status of culturalized
hatred! People are so-blinded by such
unnaturalism that they [cannot] see that in
which there conditioned to believe is
[hostile] to the kind of Natural Intellect relative to each & every person - is being
destroyed once subjects are drawn into
what is best called Abrahamic Cultisms!
We cannot overstate the very fact that
People are not born religious; such
conditioning, rather, is the result of
childhood conditioning preached &
practiced by conspiring adults whose
minds had also been equally distorted when
they - having no practical experiences of
life - were simply too-young to question &
oppose! In a word, such inductees are best
called innocent-dupes of priestcraftiness
and as such will - invariably - pass-on this
priestly
purpose-laden
syndromatic
mind-alteration to their offspring - and so
on and so on More so today than when we
first began to acquire data some 30 years
ago, we now see - the world-over - a
backward-thinking & reason-defying state
of affairs causing nothing but escalating
CHAOS! Every-which-way one turns
evidence of this syndromatic mind-disease
is spreading; it flows from street corners;
from public parks etc. & in particular from
a business-oriented media seemingly
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brain-dead; (often purposefully so to suit
its needs), No wonder there is such discord
among people
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none Listen to songs and albums by Blind Faith, including Cant Find My Way Home, Cant Find My Way Home,
Presence of the Lord, and many more. Free with Blind faith in Hyde Park 1969 - YouTube Blind faith definition at , a
free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and translation. Look it up now! Blind faith Define Blind faith at
Blind Faith (book) - Wikipedia Blind Faith is an English dystopian novel by writer and comedian Ben Elton,
published in 2007. Contents. [hide]. 1 Setting 2 Plot summary 3 Critical reception Blind Faith in Hyde Park, 1969 YouTube Drama In 1957, black lawyer John Williams has to defend his nephew Charlie, who is accused of strangling a
white boy to death. John doesnt believe Charlie Blind Faith (Blind Faith album) - Wikipedia - 58 min - Uploaded by
Catarina TroianoBlind faith in Hyde Park 1969 With Steve Winwood, Eric Clapton, Ginger Baker and Rick Grech
Blind Faith Biography, Albums, Streaming Links AllMusic Blind Faith - Eric Clapton, Ginger Baker, Steve
Winwood and Rick Grech - the second super-group to be born after the break up of Cream. Blind Faith released Blind
Faith ~ Cant Find My Way Home - YouTube Blind Faith Cafe. A certified green restaurant transforming the way
people enjoy vegetarian cuisine. Browse Our Menus Pasta Caprese 8MB none - 47 min - Uploaded by Our Amazing
WorldBlind Faiths first show, a free one in Hyde Park! Steve Winwood, Eric Clapton, Ginger Baker Chase & Status Blind Faith ft. Liam Bailey - YouTube Through their debut album shot to No. 1 all over the world, Blind Faith was
never heard from again. Blind Faith - Blind Faith - Music Blind Faith is a band. Blind Faith may also refer to:
Music[edit]. Blind Faith (Blind Faith album), 1969 Blind Faith (Legend Seven album) Blind Faith (Walk on Blind
Faith (novel) - Wikipedia - 6 min - Uploaded by ChaseAndStatusVEVOVote for Chase & Status to win Best British
Group at the BRITS 2012: http:/// y8ZejK Music The History of Blind Faiths First Concert - Ultimate Classic Rock
Blind Faith is a bestselling 1989 true crime novel by Joe McGinniss, based on the 1984 case in which American
businessman Robert O. Marshall was charged Images for Blind Faith The short-lived classic-rock supergroup Blind
Faiths sole album has aged remarkably well. In 1969, Blind Faith fused the psychedelic blues of Eric Clapton and Blind
Faith on Apple Music Blind Faith Free listening, videos, concerts, stats and photos at Gruppen slappte ett album
Blind Faith (1969) under sin livstid. Albumet vackte rabalder da det pa albumets framsida var en naken 14-arig flicka.
Skivbolaget Blind Faith - Blind Faith Songs, Reviews, Credits AllMusic One of rocks earliest and short-lived
supergroups, led by Eric Clapton, Ginger Baker, and Steve Winwood. Blind Faith were the band that introduced the
world to the notion of a rock supergroup, a combo featuring several musicians who had already achieved popularity and
critical Blind Faith (disambiguation) - Wikipedia Blind Faith var en britisk rock-gruppe dannet i 1968 af Eric
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Clapton, Ginger Baker, Steve Winwood og Rick Grech. Gruppen udgav et enkelt album, Blind Faith, Blind Faith, Eric
Clapton, Steve Winwood, Ginger Baker, Rick Grech Blind Faith is the self-titled and only album by the English
supergroup Blind Faith, originally released in 1969 on Polydor Records in the United Kingdom and Europe and on
Atlantic Records in the United States. Blind Faith (1998) - IMDb - 4 min - Uploaded by coloradreamhttp:// Retro and
recent images of Blind Faith members Eric Clapton Blind Faith - Wikipedia, den frie encyklop?di Blind Faith brytyjska grupa blues-rockowa, powstala na bazie rozpadajacego sie Creamu. Do Erica Claptona i Gingera Bakera
dolaczyli Steve Winwood (z Blind Faith - Wikipedia Short-lived classic-rock supergroup Blind Faiths sole album
(1969) has aged remarkably well. Blind Faith fused the psychedelic blues of Eric Clapton and the Blind Faith (TV
Mini-Series 1990 ) - IMDb Blind Faith was an English blues rock band, composed of Eric Clapton, Ginger Baker,
Steve Winwood, and Ric Grech. The band, which was one of the first super-groups, released their only album, Blind
Faith, in August 1969. Blind Faith Wikipedia Complete your Blind Faith (2) record collection. Discover Blind Faith
(2)s full discography. Shop new and used Vinyl and CDs. Blind Faith: The Rise And Fall Of A Super Group - Live
For Live Music Find Blind Faith bio, music, credits, awards, & streaming links on AllMusic - One of rocks earliest and
short-lived Blind Faith Biography & History AllMusic Blind Faith was een Britse supergroep bestaande uit Steve
Winwood (toetsen en leadzang), Rick Grech (basgitaar), Ginger Baker (drums) en Eric Clapton Blind faith Newspaper - Thriller A wealthy businessman is accused of murdering his wife to collect insurance money to pay
gambling debts. Although his three sons initially believe his Blind Faith Cafe Watch videos & listen free to Blind Faith:
Cant Find My Way Home, Had To Cry Today & more. Blind Faith were an English blues-rock band that comprised Eric
Blind Faith - Born Under a Bad Sign - Ginger Baker I HAVE often wondered why the people of Pakistan put up
with all the awful stuff they endure on a daily basis. Why dont they rise up in protest
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